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Morning, Patriots!

Give me a few minutes, here.
I'd like to add a few points below, for Rememberizing.

ALIS in Wonderland=Alice "&" Wonderland? #QAnon #QArmy #WWG1GWA #MAGA
pic.twitter.com/olfnLNUCct

— LadyWarAnon (@ChristinePolon1) September 15, 2019

First things, first...
Q has given us some confirmation as to these references.
HRC = Alice
SA = Wonderland

So let's work from there, and keep it simple.
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If SA is Wonderland, it's really not a new reference.

Think of all the things that those locations in above post are referencing.

Ports, shipping (EverGreen) and Human Trafficking.
thefifthcolumnnews.com/2016/09/saudi-…
So HRC is Alice.
Oddly enough, @ChristinePolon1 has found , yet another great reference to this, but it's
likely also referencing her email with Marty Torrey.
Or, the 'Mad Hatter'.
Think about what's really being discussed here.
Monarchy?

@ChristinePolon1 I cover the topic of the 'Hatter', in this video. 
SHIPPING.
Marty Torrey comes from a prolific family, detailed here.
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@ChristinePolon1 It's long been my hunch that the F-35 debacle, was either directly, or
indirectly, part of the SAP's sold or shared with China.
This would exlpain the obvious simultaneous US failures with it, and China's lookalike.
Brennan was likely involved here, too
defenseone.com/threats/2015/0…
@ChristinePolon1 And of course, much of those would have come from 'someone's' emails.

https://youtu.be/CN86WCYQJ5I
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@ChristinePolon1 Let's not forget, that the ICIG warned of this email breach, years ago.
Who ignored that warning?
Strzok.
Peter Strzok.
But maybe they weren't really 'ignoring' it, at all.
wnd.com/2019/08/house-…
@ChristinePolon1 Not gonna go into Strzok, but @tracybeanz did a great thread on that
family a while back.
Long story short.
Helicopters.
Ian.
FBI/CIA breeding.
Great candidate to be in charge of 'ignoring' the passage of SAP's.
threadreaderapp.com/thread/1020028…
@ChristinePolon1 @tracybeanz *Iran.
Ian, is not involved.
that I know of.

@ChristinePolon1@tracybeanz In Tracy's thread, she mentions Strzok's father's company
being investigated by the SEC (Textron).

Helicopter parts...
F-35 parts...
A 'spare parts' problem?
I guess they learned their lesson from Pop's, because hours after HRC's emails were found..
truepundit.com/insurance-hour…
@ChristinePolon1 @tracybeanz Pops, not Pop's.
Auto-correct, can go to he'll.
@ChristinePolon1 @tracybeanz This is where it all seems to intersect.
SAP's, Weiner's laptop, HRC's over-zealous defense of her emails, McCabe's pending
indictment...

@ChristinePolon1@tracybeanz If you're running a sophisticated human trafficking op, what
better way, than to hamstring your opposition, by selling their secrets to the highest bidder?

Side Note: Info on the 'White Rabbits' are also in my video above.

Cheers!

Like this thread? Get email updates or save it to PDF!
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IPOT
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Read 3 tweets
IPOT
@IPOT1776

Are you a Vaporer? (Vapist?)

I agree that a flat out ban, could have a ripple effect and I'm never thrilled
about bans, in general. I'm also aware that something seems to be in these
things, that is harming people.

Whether you do this or no, how do you feel about the ban?

I have not seen the specifics, but it seems to be only 'flavor' e-cigs, and not any old product
like cbd or nicotine.

I don't trust 'flavor' in my food, either.

Posted one minute ago.

Phillip Morris and Big Pharma are likely in a lobbyist waiting room, right now.
cbsnews.com/news/cbd-compa…
Read 3 tweets
IPOT
@IPOT1776
When all that I've been living for is gone...
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I did not make this, but I have something to aspire to.

Sadly his less talented cousin, John MapleBolton, had a short career due to his tendency to
drink and be snarky. He now works at GlamourShots.
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Read 3 tweets

Related threads
PatriotTxMOM-SuzyQ #FreeFLYNN⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️
@2christian
32 days since last post. Mirror? 23? Pain??? @POTUS 4 10 20 DJT
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A BREAK in the DAM Their party just fractured! The flood is coming. Emails, videos, audio.
pics, etc FBI accidentally deletes texts? No Such Agency accidentally releases IT ALL> Shall
we play a game? Q
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Former HUD Assistant IG Indicted for Concealing Procurement Fraud Scheme Julian Castro
was HUD Secretary during some of this time Sec_y = SECRETARY CASTRO?????

These ppl are sick! NOW U KNOW WHY HE IS RUNNING FOR @POTUS, HE THINKS IT WILL
PROTECT HIM
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justice.gov/opa/pr/former-…
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Read 798 tweets
⭐⭐⭐(((❌40Head❌)))⭐⭐⭐

@40_head

2. #Q told us Saudi Arabia (SA) was behind HRC
and BU5H! The BU5H's surrendered power to the
Saud family decades ago in exchange for riches.
SA is Huma Abedin's handler, HRC was THEIR
candidate. My best SA thread. PLEASE read this
before continuing!

3. A lot of you know, I took a special interest in Khashoggi right away. The
whole story stunk of fake news. I researched and found a lot of intel on the
situation that exposed some major players, and forced a lot of new questions
to be asked. That has all paid off!

Read 50 tweets
✨LadyQanuck ✨

@LadyQanuck

#Q is back! 

This will be my Q thread for Dec 3rd

Big week ahead, Patriots!

[PAIN IS COMING]
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2. QDrop 2537

What are the odds of a state funeral on #D5? How many coincidences until mathematically
impossible?

#QAnon
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3. QDrop 2538

Q links an article posted a few days ago regarding the 4 different ongoing investigations into
CF and explains further of how [they] have become unhinged.

Panic > RATS
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Read 80 tweets
TheSharpEdge
@TheSharpEdge1

New #QAnon Thread

8/31/18

"Every battle is won before it's ever fought."
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#Qarmy #MAGA #WWG1WGA #Trump #potus #PatriotsFight #FridayFeeling
@realDonaldTrump @POTUS

New #QAnon 2027.

forbes.com/sites/kashmirh…

Shill: The LARP is so bad now that Q doesn't know a parody site when he sees one.

Anon: posts link stating parody NSA site is actually informative

Q: Information comes in many forms.

#Qarmy #MAGA @POTUS #Trump #potus #FridayFeeling
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Read 60 tweets
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Liberty Q  #WWG1WGA
@Liberty__Q

Q!  Thread for Thursday, August 30 #QAnon

washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-ca…washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-lin…
Notice any similarities? Q

1) New poll: the QAnon conspiracy movement is very unpopular 2) Trump’s historic
unpopularity is a big, important story
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Q!  8/30 #QAnon#FakeNews#CoordinatedAttacks 
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>>2797703 Spooks are Spooked. Clowns inserted [Snowden2] last year. Operation failed.
Expect another BIG coordinated wave [#3] of attacks by FAKE NEWS. Q

Q!  8/30 #QAnon#WWG1WGA

>>2797858 Those who are attacked the most are the BIGGEST threat.  Q

Read 44 tweets
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